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Figure 4.5.: (a): Longitudinal phase space of the bunch after the linac at S = 8.5 m with
the momentum deviation with respect to the reference momentum of p0 = 41.5 MeV/c as
a 2-D histogram. (b): The corresponding bunch profile. The bunch length is ‡t = 258 fs.

to its final energy of 41.5 MeV. The correlated momentum spread can be seen in the
longitudinal phase space in subfigure (a) of Fig. 4.5, the longitudinal profile in subfigure
(b).

The particle distribution created and tracked with ASTRA up to S = 8.5 m was converted
into the elegant compatible SDDS format with the tool astra2elegant from the SDDStoolkit
[7]. The tool sddsanalyzebeam can calculate the beam parameters listed in Tab. 4.1 and
the optics parameters listed in Tab. 4.2 directly from the converted particle ensemble.
Because the gun, solenoid and linac are rotationally-symmetric the particle distribution
should be rotationally-symmetric too. Especially the dispersion function and its derivative
should be zero for both transverse planes. Yet a finite dispersion function and derivative
are present. The small values probably rise from a statistical uncertainty. For a charge of
1 pC six million electrons are required but only 10,000 were tracked. The down sampling of
the distribution can lead to such binning e�ects.

The particle distribution at S = 8.5 m is the result of the RF gun and linac optimized for
the shortest possible bunch after the FLUTE chicane. It turned out that this distribution
also performs well as initial distribution for the transfer line. Yet it is possible that another
set of parameters in the gun and linac could provide an even better initial bunch for the
transfer line. Open degrees of freedom to tune the initial bunch are the frequency, amplitude
and phase of the accelerating voltage in the electron gun and linac. This is a possible open
task for future investigations.

4.4. Final beam parameters

The cSTART storage ring has a lattice with a four-fold symmetry. Each of the four cells
performs a 90¶ deflection with four equally deflecting rectangular bends. The bends are
combined function magnets of a 22.5¶ deflecting dipole and a vertical focusing quadrupole.
The lattice is specialized for accepting a beam with a wide momentum spread ”B and large
transverse beam sizes ‡x, ‡y [21]. In Fig. 4.6 the lattice and its linear optics functions for
one cell are plotted. The cSTART lattice as implemented in elegant can be found in the
appendix at A.3.
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Karlsruhe Research Accelerator (KARA)

User applications & accelerator test facility
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www.ibpt.kit.edu/kara

Circumference: 110.4 m
Energy range: 0.5 - 2.5 GeV
RF frequency: 500 MHz
Revolution frequency: 2.715 MHz
Beam current up to 200 mA
RMS bunch length: 45 ps (for 2.5 GeV), 
down to a few ps (for 1.3 GeV)

Bastian Härer - Institute for Beam Physics and Technology (IBPT)DPG Spring Conference, Dresden, Germany18 March 2020

http://www.ibpt.kit.edu/kara
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Optics of KARA

Special operation with short 
bunches
Study physics behind the 
micro-bunching instability

User optics: !c = 9 ×10-3

Low alpha optics: !c = 1 ×10-4

Courtesy: P. Schreiber
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FLUTE – Accelerator test facility at KIT

FLUTE (Ferninfrarot Linac- Und Test-Experiment) 
q Test facility for accelerator physics within ARD
q Experiments with THz radiation

R&D topics
q Serve as a test bench for new beam diagnostic methods and tools
q Systematic bunch compression and THz generation studies
q Develop single shot fs diagnostics
q Synchronization on a femtosecond level

5

Final electron energy ~ 41 MeV

Electron bunch charge 0.001 - 3 nC

Electron bunch length 1 - 300 fs

Pulse repetition rate up to 10 Hz

THz E-Field strength up to 1.2 GV/m
www.ibpt.kit.edu/flute
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Flute - – Overview

1st stage
(in commissioning, 
first experiment)

E- gun
Solenoid
1st diagnostics 
section

2nd stage
(beeing assembled)

Linac
2nd diagnostics 
section
Quadrupole triplet

3rd stage 
(under construction)

Bunch compressor
e- diagnostcs
THz diagnostics
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23.06.2020 Matthias Nabinger – Master Student
THz-Group meeting

13 Laboratory for Applications of 
Synchrotron Radiation (LAS)

THz generation setup at FLUTE

Uncompressed IR
pulses from laser lab

Cu cathode

SRR chamber
Electrons

Compressor
gun

Compressor
THz gen. SRR

THG

Pulse picker

TPF THz gen.

Delay stage

Courtesy: Michael J. Nasse

Flute - – Split ring resonator experiment 

J. Fabiańska et. al., Sci. Rep. 4, 5645 (2014) M. Yan et. al., IPAC’16, TUPG56 (2016)

Courtesy: M. J. Nasse, M. Nabinger
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cSTART – a KIT project

compact Storage Ring for Accelerator Reasearch and Technology

Motivation: Storage of ultra-short (fs) electron bunches with high 

repetition rate

Goal: injection & storage of a LWFA beam in a storage ring

1st study
1)

: LWFA injection in ring-based light sources
Unique design

2)
: non-equilibrium ring with very large momentum 

acceptance

1st injection
and storage

7 MHzLWFA

Benchmarking:
storage of fs pulses

1…10 Hz
7 MHz

Repetition
rate

multiplier

´1,000,000

1)S. Hillenbrand (KIT) et al., NIM A 740, 153 (2014); S. Hillenbrand, Ph.D. thesis (2013).
2)A. Papash, E. Bründermann, A.-S. Müller (all KIT), Proc. IPAC2017, TUPAB037 (2017).
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cSTART – preliminary lattice

Circumference: 44.1 m
Beam energy: 50 MeV
Mom. compaction: 6.03 ⨉ 10-3

Energy loss per turn: 100 eV
Hor. Damping time: 24 s

Observe e- dynamics in the   
non-equilibrium stage
R&D for diagnostics in the         
fs range

KARA booster 
à energy range: 50 - 500 MeV 
à first diagnostics tests

L=2 m

13,204 m

Blue – bendig magnets
Red – quadrupoles
Green – sextupoles

[2]. A.Papash et al., Proc. IPAC-2018, THPMF071 (2018).
[3]. A.Papash et al., Proc. IPAC- 2017, TUPAB037 (2017).

Courtesy: A. Papash

preliminary lattice
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Two injectors:

Large dynamic aperture and momentum 

acceptance allow injection with a à LWFA

Injector based on conventional technology

à FLUTE
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Courtesy: A. Papash

cSTART – optics and dynamic aperture
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Arrangement of cSTART and FLUTE

Experimental hall:  15 m x 14.5 m

Maximum height:    5 m (crane)

FLUTE:   Ground floor (1.20 m)

cSTART: 3.50 m

view3dscene (SDDStoolkit)
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FLUTE – cSTART transfer line
Result of Master’s thesis of Jens Schäfer
https://publikationen.bibliothek.kit.edu/1000105061
B. Härer et al., in Proc. IPAC'19, TUPGW020, May 2019

Goal: Provide electron bunches with shortest possible bunch length at injection point

Total length from FLUTE 
linac to injection point 

à 26 m 

12

"t = 260 fs

https://publikationen.bibliothek.kit.edu/1000105061
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Example: Bunch compressor chicane

Bunch compressor chicane consisting of four 
dipoles

Dispersion changes the path length for     
particles with energy offset # :

Particle with lower energy takes longer path
Particle with higher energy takes shorter path

If we achieve a correlation between longitudinal 
position of the particle and energy offset, such a 
four dipole chicane can be used to manipulate the 
bunch length.

� < 0
� = 0
� > 0# < 0
# = 0
# > 0

z =
@z

@�
� =

1

h
�

<latexit sha1_base64="YHL1mKPRtGEO5L4oTyjZZ5b/xro=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSHiZrAIrkoignUhFN24rGAf0IQymUzaoZMHMxOhDfkdN/6KCxUU7caFGz/DSR+orReGOZxzLvfe40SMCmkY79rc/MLi0nJuJb+6tr6xqW9t10QYc0yqOGQhbzhIEEYDUpVUMtKIOEG+w0jd6V5mev2WcEHD4Eb2ImL7qB1Qj2IkFdXSy314Di2PI5xYEeKSIgb76Q+2XMIkSsf/xGsmnQnV0gtG0RgWnAXmGBTKpY/H3cHXXqWlP1tuiGOfBBIzJETTNCJpJ9k8zEiat2JBIoS7qE2aCgbIJ8JOhpem8FAxLvRCrl4g4ZD93ZEgX4ie7yinj2RHTGsZ+Z/WjKVXshMaRLEkAR4N8mIGZQiz2KBLOcGS9RRAmFO1K8QdpKKQKty8CsGcPnkW1I6L5knx7FqlcQFGlQP74AAcAROcgjK4AhVQBRjcgQfwAl61e+1Je9MGI+ucNu7ZAX9K+/wGF56q7w==</latexit>

“chirp”
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Particle energy within the electron bunch

The longitudinal energy distribution in the electron bunch depends on 
the phase of the accelerating RF wave of the linac.
“On crest”: maximum electric field and highest acceleration gradient, 
no correlation between particle energy and position
“Off crest”: smaller acceleration gradient, but correlation between 
particle energy and offset (“chirp”)

h = 2!eV0
"RFEf

sin #RF

14
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6 dimensional transfer matrix R

State vector for each particle:

R matrix for a certain lattice sector s1-s2 transforms state vector:

Example for thin quadrupole:

Rthin quad =

0

BBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0 0
�1/f 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1/f 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1

CCCCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="bDrSYyK2CNRdjHzjTSI4FDKXaFs=">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</latexit>

X2 = RX1 =

0

BBBBBB@

R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 R16

R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26

R31 R32 R33 R34 R35 R36

R41 R42 R43 R44 R45 R46

R51 R52 R53 R54 R55 R56

R61 R62 R63 R64 R65 R66

1

CCCCCCA

0

BBBBBB@

x1

x0
1

y1
y01
z
�

1

CCCCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="LicEWMKaFC9oZZEspIq27Vp23+M=">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</latexit>

XT = (x, x! , y, y! , z, !)
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6 dimensional transfer matrix R

State vector for each particle:

R matrix for a certain lattice sector s1-s2 transforms state vector:

Example for thin quadrupole:

Rthin quad =

0

BBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0 0
�1/f 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1/f 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1

CCCCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="bDrSYyK2CNRdjHzjTSI4FDKXaFs=">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</latexit>

X2 = RX1 =

0

BBBBBB@

R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 R16

R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26

R31 R32 R33 R34 R35 R36

R41 R42 R43 R44 R45 R46

R51 R52 R53 R54 R55 R56

R61 R62 R63 R64 R65 R66

1

CCCCCCA

0

BBBBBB@

x1

x0
1

y1
y01
z
�

1

CCCCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="LicEWMKaFC9oZZEspIq27Vp23+M=">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</latexit>

XT = (x, x! , y, y! , z, !)

focusing 
quadrupole

defocussing 
quadrupole

Coupling terms:
transv. – transv. 
transv. – long. 
long. Pos. – #
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R56 as a measure for bunch compression

R56 is the matrix element that maps the effect of the relative energy 

offset δ = Δp/p0 to the longitudinal position z in the bunch:

R56 corresponds to the momentum compaction factor in storage rings:

The value of R56 of a four-dipole chicane is given by:

For a given chirp h full compression is achieved, if

(h = 2!eV0
"RFEf

sin #RF)R56 = ! 1
h

!L
L

= !c
!p
p0

# < 0
# = 0
# > 0

�z = z(s2)� z(s1) = R56�

<latexit sha1_base64="WgpHQVON73SmOfRKgBTwvOFu1NI=">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</latexit>
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FLUTE Bunch Compressor

Deflection angle adjustable in 

the range from 0° to 15°:

Current value 8.2°:

R56 = [�0.09m; 0m]

<latexit sha1_base64="hcyNUw3XJLNeud2SItUtUYMfCW4=">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</latexit>

R56 = �0.026m

<latexit sha1_base64="Pn8shBjyiwYL2jBLzck+2l7V9Q0=">AAACAnicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVqtoM6RBi5KnqekikNq0tMgPUJF546iD8z6YuS+Sx6NNf6VNiyLa9iva9W8a9QUVdeDC4Zx7ufceyxNcgWl+GLG5+YXFpfhyYmV1bX0jublVV64vKatRV7iyaRHFBHdYDTgI1vQkI7YlWMManU/8xg2TirvONYw91rHJwOF9TgloqZvcSV91g0IxPD0yM2au2D5sA7uFwA7T3WRKS1NgM1MolXLHhQkxyyUzj7ORlUIRqt3ke7vnUt9mDlBBlGplTQ86AZHAqWBhou0r5hE6IgPW0tQhNlOdYPpCiPe10sN9V+pyAE/V7xMBsZUa25butAkM1W9vIv7ltXzolzoBdzwfmENni/q+wODiSR64xyWjIMaaECq5vhXTIZGEgk4toUP4+hT/T+q5TDafKV/mUpWzKI442kV76ABl0QmqoAtURTVE0R16QE/o2bg3Ho0X43XWGjOimW30A8bbJ5p+lbI=</latexit>

horizontal 
phase space

longitudinal 
phase space
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Table 7.7.: R56 and T566 of the transfer line for di�erent optics including all sections
contributions and also ToF e�ects.

Optics R56, TL T566, TL

DBA optics 26.1 cm 156.9 cm
Negative dispersion optics 2.9 cm 338.7 cm
Linear fit optics 2.9 cm 0 cm
Optimized optics 2.9 cm ≠15.9 cm

Figure 7.13.: Longitudinal phase space of the NIC bunch after tracking to the injection
point in DBA optics (a), negative dispersion optics (b), linear fit optics (c) and optimized
optics (d).

For each step the sum of R56 and T566 values are compared in Tab. 7.7. A tracking
simulation was executed for each optics with a NIC bunch, the final bunch shown in the
longitudinal phase space is plotted in Fig. 7.13. The simulations includes 100.000 particles,
tracked from the starting point over 26.4 m all the way up to the injection point in cSTART.
In the DBA optics (a) the first order e�ects are dominant, the final distribution is linear and
chirped in the longitudinal phase space. After correcting the first order with the negative
dispersion optics (b) the linear e�ects are corrected and the bunch is aligned vertically.
With a vanishing inverse chirp, the second order e�ects become dominant and the remaining
curvature of the distribution becomes visible. The fulfilling of the second order compression
condition with the linear fit methode (c) reduces the curvature and the bunch length is
compressed to only 40 fs. The bunch length is dominated by the longitudinal spread of
the bunch. Finally the optimization function (d) found settings in the HBA sextupole
components which result in less longitudinal spread and the bunch length is further reduced
to only 17.7 fs.

The optimized optics shown in (d) are tracked again, including radiation e�ects for a charge
of 1 pC. The results are shown in Fig. 7.14, with synchrotron radiation and incoherent
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Second order: R56 and T566

Change of longitudinal position during transfer 
from s1 to s2:

R56 = –1 cm

R56 = 0 cm
T566 = –1 cm

�z = z(s2)� z(s1) = R56� + T566�
2
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A more intuitive illustration?

à following the discussion in

Particle with horizontal offset

… and with angle (straight path)

Expand square root and use

Neglect terms O("3) and higher

20

J. P. Delahaye and J. Jäger, “Variation of the dispersion function, momentum compaction factor, 
and damping partition numbers with particle energy deviation,” Part. Accel., vol. 18, Feb 1985.
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to the reference path by a factor of
Ô

1 + xÕ. Multiplying this factor to the expression for
the linear path length of Eq. (5.28) leads to

s =
⁄ S

0

A

1 + x(s)
fl(s)

----
Dipole

B


1 + xÕ2 ds. (5.33)

This idea follows the discussion of [24].

Expanding the square root with


1 + xÕ2 ¥ 1 + xÕ2

2 ≠ O(xÕ3) + . . . (5.34)

allows to expand the integral as follows:

s =
⁄ S

0

3
1 + x(s)

fl(s)

4 3
1 + 1

2xÕ2
4

ds (5.35)

s =
⁄ S

0

A

1 + x(s)
fl(s) + xÕ2

2 + xÕ2

2
x(s)
fl(s)

B

ds (5.36)

This time, the transverse o�set x is replaced with the dispersion function expanded to the
second order.

x÷(s) = ÷(1)

x (s)” + ÷(2)

x (s)”2 (5.37)

Introducing the second order dispersion function as the second derivative of the transverse
o�set with respect to the momentum.

÷(2)

x (s) = ˆ2

ˆ”2
p

x(s) = ˆ

ˆ”p
÷(1)

x (s) (5.38)

Inserting Eq. (5.37) into Eq. (5.36) and ignoring terms of third and higher orders in ”p

leads to the following result.

�z = ”p

⁄ S

0

÷(1)

x (s)
flx(s) ds + ”2

p

⁄ S

0

A
÷(2)

x (s)
flx(s) + 1

2
Ë
÷Õ(1)

x (s)
È

2

B

ds (5.39)

The dispersion’s slope ÷Õ again is the derivative of the dispersion with respect to s. The
first integral equals the result of the first order approach given in Eq. (5.31). The second
integral represents the changes in a particles path length which are proportional to the
square of the momentum o�set. Comparing Eq. (5.39) with Eq. (5.20) allows to identify
the integrals as the parameters R56 and T566.

R56 =
⁄ S

0

÷(1)

x (s)
flx(s) ds (5.40)

T566 =
⁄ S

0

A
÷(2)

x (s)
flx(s) + 1

2
Ë
÷Õ(1)

x (s)
È

2

B

ds (5.41)

Like the first order dispersion, also the second order dispersion only contributes to �z within
a dipole fl ”= 0. The first order dispersion’s derivative in s can be altered by quadrupoles,
therefore, quadrupoles are possible tools to alter the R56 value of an achromatic lattice
module while keeping dipole magnets unchanged. Sextupole magnets within finite dispersion
a�ect the second order dispersion and can be used to change the T566 value of a lattice
module [25].
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Like the first order dispersion, also the second order dispersion only contributes to �z within
a dipole fl ”= 0. The first order dispersion’s derivative in s can be altered by quadrupoles,
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This directly yields the full compression condition in first and second order.

Full compression condition in first order:

ÿ
R56 = ≠1/h(1)

Init
(5.26)

Full compression condition in second order:

ÿ
T566 = ≠1/h(2)

Init
(5.27)

In order to design a transfer line which results in exactly the required values of R56 and
T566, the longitudinal dynamics will be discussed in a phenomenological approach. This
will provide insight into the origin of the parameters R56 and T566 and allows to find a
strategy to manipulate their values.

5.1.4. Path length

While the previous sections discussed the change in path length �z from the mathematical
point of view, this section derives �z phenomenologically, which will provide additional
information about R56 and T566 and how to manipulate them.

The path length S for the reference particle is given by the length of all magnetic structures
and drift spaces it passes. A particle with a transverse o�set experiences a di�erent arc
length in dipoles as shown in subfigure (a) of Fig. 2.3. Its individual path length s changes
from the reference path according to [23] with

s =
⁄ S

0

A

1 + x(s)
fl(s)

----
Dipole

B

ds. (5.28)

As the first addend represents the reference path length, the change of the relative longitu-
dinal o�set is given by

�z =
⁄ S

0

x(s)
fl(s)

----
Dipole

ds. (5.29)

In the case of deflection in a dipole magnet, the transverse o�set is a result of dispersion.
Recalling the definition of the dispersion in Eq. (2.38)

x÷(s) = ÷x(s)”p (5.30)

and applying it on Eq. (5.29) results in

�z = ”p

⁄ S

0

÷x(s)
flx(s)ds. (5.31)

Again �z is proportional to the momentum o�set of a particle. For the achromatic case
the integral can be identified as R56.

�z = ”pR56

----
achromatic

with R56 =
⁄ S

0

÷(s)
fl(s)ds

----
achromatic

(5.32)

fl is determined by the geometry of the lattice and therefore can not be varied. Quadrupoles
on the other hand a�ect the dispersion without changing the design orbit and can be used
to tune R56.

Path length in second order:

In addition to the transverse o�set x of a particle, also the transverse slope xÕ = ˆx
ˆs of the

trajectory a�ects the path length. The length of a sloped, straight path changes with respect
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to the reference path by a factor of
Ô

1 + xÕ. Multiplying this factor to the expression for
the linear path length of Eq. (5.28) leads to

s =
⁄ S

0

A

1 + x(s)
fl(s)

----
Dipole

B


1 + xÕ2 ds. (5.33)

This idea follows the discussion of [24].

Expanding the square root with


1 + xÕ2 ¥ 1 + xÕ2

2 ≠ O(xÕ3) + . . . (5.34)

allows to expand the integral as follows:

s =
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3
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4 3
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2xÕ2
4

ds (5.35)

s =
⁄ S

0

A

1 + x(s)
fl(s) + xÕ2

2 + xÕ2

2
x(s)
fl(s)

B

ds (5.36)

This time, the transverse o�set x is replaced with the dispersion function expanded to the
second order.

x÷(s) = ÷(1)

x (s)” + ÷(2)

x (s)”2 (5.37)

Introducing the second order dispersion function as the second derivative of the transverse
o�set with respect to the momentum.

÷(2)

x (s) = ˆ2

ˆ”2
p

x(s) = ˆ

ˆ”p
÷(1)

x (s) (5.38)

Inserting Eq. (5.37) into Eq. (5.36) and ignoring terms of third and higher orders in ”p

leads to the following result.
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÷(1)

x (s)
flx(s) ds + ”2

p

⁄ S

0

A
÷(2)

x (s)
flx(s) + 1

2
Ë
÷Õ(1)

x (s)
È

2

B

ds (5.39)

The dispersion’s slope ÷Õ again is the derivative of the dispersion with respect to s. The
first integral equals the result of the first order approach given in Eq. (5.31). The second
integral represents the changes in a particles path length which are proportional to the
square of the momentum o�set. Comparing Eq. (5.39) with Eq. (5.20) allows to identify
the integrals as the parameters R56 and T566.

R56 =
⁄ S

0

÷(1)

x (s)
flx(s) ds (5.40)

T566 =
⁄ S

0

A
÷(2)

x (s)
flx(s) + 1

2
Ë
÷Õ(1)

x (s)
È

2

B

ds (5.41)

Like the first order dispersion, also the second order dispersion only contributes to �z within
a dipole fl ”= 0. The first order dispersion’s derivative in s can be altered by quadrupoles,
therefore, quadrupoles are possible tools to alter the R56 value of an achromatic lattice
module while keeping dipole magnets unchanged. Sextupole magnets within finite dispersion
a�ect the second order dispersion and can be used to change the T566 value of a lattice
module [25].
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The dispersion’s slope ÷Õ again is the derivative of the dispersion with respect to s. The
first integral equals the result of the first order approach given in Eq. (5.31). The second
integral represents the changes in a particles path length which are proportional to the
square of the momentum o�set. Comparing Eq. (5.39) with Eq. (5.20) allows to identify
the integrals as the parameters R56 and T566.
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Like the first order dispersion, also the second order dispersion only contributes to �z within
a dipole fl ”= 0. The first order dispersion’s derivative in s can be altered by quadrupoles,
therefore, quadrupoles are possible tools to alter the R56 value of an achromatic lattice
module while keeping dipole magnets unchanged. Sextupole magnets within finite dispersion
a�ect the second order dispersion and can be used to change the T566 value of a lattice
module [25].
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Simulation tools

ASTRA [1]
Multi-particle tracking
Space charge effects
Not an optics code!

elegant [2]
Optics design code for electron 
storage rings
SR (and CSR)

[1] K. Floettmann, “Astra, a space charge tracking algorithm”
[2] M. Borland, “elegant: A Flexible SDDS-Compliant Code for Accelerator Simulation”

Starting point of the simulation with elegant
s = 8.5 m New lattice from here on
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Conversion of the particle distribution 
from ASTRA into SDDS format

à astra2elegant of SDDStoolkit

sddsanalyzebeam gives     
parameters of the bunch

Bunch parameters after the FLUTE linacChapter 4. Design Challenges 21

Figure 4.5.: (a): Longitudinal phase space of the bunch after the linac at S = 8.5 m with
the momentum deviation with respect to the reference momentum of p0 = 41.5 MeV/c as
a 2-D histogram. (b): The corresponding bunch profile. The bunch length is ‡t = 258 fs.

to its final energy of 41.5 MeV. The correlated momentum spread can be seen in the
longitudinal phase space in subfigure (a) of Fig. 4.5, the longitudinal profile in subfigure
(b).

The particle distribution created and tracked with ASTRA up to S = 8.5 m was converted
into the elegant compatible SDDS format with the tool astra2elegant from the SDDStoolkit
[7]. The tool sddsanalyzebeam can calculate the beam parameters listed in Tab. 4.1 and
the optics parameters listed in Tab. 4.2 directly from the converted particle ensemble.
Because the gun, solenoid and linac are rotationally-symmetric the particle distribution
should be rotationally-symmetric too. Especially the dispersion function and its derivative
should be zero for both transverse planes. Yet a finite dispersion function and derivative
are present. The small values probably rise from a statistical uncertainty. For a charge of
1 pC six million electrons are required but only 10,000 were tracked. The down sampling of
the distribution can lead to such binning e�ects.

The particle distribution at S = 8.5 m is the result of the RF gun and linac optimized for
the shortest possible bunch after the FLUTE chicane. It turned out that this distribution
also performs well as initial distribution for the transfer line. Yet it is possible that another
set of parameters in the gun and linac could provide an even better initial bunch for the
transfer line. Open degrees of freedom to tune the initial bunch are the frequency, amplitude
and phase of the accelerating voltage in the electron gun and linac. This is a possible open
task for future investigations.

4.4. Final beam parameters

The cSTART storage ring has a lattice with a four-fold symmetry. Each of the four cells
performs a 90¶ deflection with four equally deflecting rectangular bends. The bends are
combined function magnets of a 22.5¶ deflecting dipole and a vertical focusing quadrupole.
The lattice is specialized for accepting a beam with a wide momentum spread ”B and large
transverse beam sizes ‡x, ‡y [21]. In Fig. 4.6 the lattice and its linear optics functions for
one cell are plotted. The cSTART lattice as implemented in elegant can be found in the
appendix at A.3.
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Table 4.1.: Beam parameters of the FLUTE electron bunch at S = 8.5 m which was
used as the initial particle distribution for the simulations of the transfer line.

Charge q 1 pC
Mean energy E0 41.5 MeV
Energy spread ”B 0.27 %
Horizontal bunch size ‡x 0.68 mm
Vertical bunch size ‡y 0.68 mm
Bunch length ‡t 258 fs

Table 4.2.: Optics parameters extracted from the particle distribution at S = 8.5 m
using the tool sddsanalyzebeam. The Twiss parameters and the emittances have the same
values for the horizontal and vertical plane.

Beta function —x,y (m) 1.43 ◊ 102

Alpha function –x,y 2.17
Emittance ‘x,y (m rad) 3.3 ◊ 10≠9

Dispersion function horizontal ÷x (m) 1.7 ◊ 10≠4

vertical ÷y (m) 7.6 ◊ 10≠5

Dispersion derivative horizontal ÷Õ
x 6.7 ◊ 10≠6

vertical ÷Õ
y 9.3 ◊ 10≠6

The transfer line needs to inject into one of the four symmetry points between the cells. The
main focus lies on the bunch length, which should be as short as possible. In addition the
injected beam should start a periodic trajectory within one cell. Therefore the transverse
optics should match the periodic cSTART solution. The linear optics parameters of the
periodic solution are listed in Tab. 4.3.

In this thesis the injection will be simplified to matching the linear optics. Yet a full
discussion of a valid injection scheme requires more investigation in the beam dynamics
like the aperture and the layout of the elements used.

Table 4.3.: Optics parameters at the symmetry point of the cSTART storage ring.

Beta function horizontal —x (m) 1.8
vertical —y (m) 1.2

Alpha function –x,y 0
Dispersion function horizontal ÷x (m) 1.8 ◊ 10≠3

vertical ÷y (m) 0
Dispersion derivative ÷Õ

x,y 0

R56,init = 1/h(1)

= ±2.9 cm
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Modules of the transfer line

DBA cells
R56 determined by geometry

Flute bunch compressor

Quadrupole triplet

Return Arc
Consists of 3 compressed DBA cells

R56 = –2.5 cm < 0
T566 = 3.8 cm

R56 = 2.4 cm > 0
T566 = 15.5 cm

R56 = 12.0 cm > 0
T566 = 50.2 cm

R56 = 14.5 cm > 0
T566 = 87.5 cm
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Negative alpha optics at KARA

Increase the strength of the center quadrupole of the DBA 
à negative values of the dispersion function within the bending magnets 
à negative momentum compaction factor

Negative alpha optics: !c = -8 ×10-3User optics:  !c = 9 ×10-3

Courtesy: P. Schreiber, A. Papash

↵c =
1

C

I
⌘

⇢
ds
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Negative dispersion optics in the Return Arc
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Variable R56 in the arc section
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Variable R56 in the arc section

R56,arc
!
= �(R56,BC +R56,DLL +R56,DLR+Inj)� h�1

init

= �11.9 cm� h�1
init
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Choice of initial chirp

Advantages of a negative 
initial chirp:

Less negative value of R56
in arc sufficient
à weaker quadrupoles, 

smaller dispersion, 
relaxed optics

No ultra-short bunch 
à no potential bunch 

lengthening by CSR, 
space charge etc. 
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Tracking results

FLUTE bunch with 10000 macro-particles
Tracking with elegant from the end of the FLUTE linac
No particle loss!

Incl csr

64

Table 7.7.: R56 and T566 of the transfer line for di�erent optics including all sections
contributions and also ToF e�ects.

Optics R56, TL T566, TL

DBA optics 26.1 cm 156.9 cm
Negative dispersion optics 2.9 cm 338.7 cm
Linear fit optics 2.9 cm 0 cm
Optimized optics 2.9 cm ≠15.9 cm

Figure 7.13.: Longitudinal phase space of the NIC bunch after tracking to the injection
point in DBA optics (a), negative dispersion optics (b), linear fit optics (c) and optimized
optics (d).

For each step the sum of R56 and T566 values are compared in Tab. 7.7. A tracking
simulation was executed for each optics with a NIC bunch, the final bunch shown in the
longitudinal phase space is plotted in Fig. 7.13. The simulations includes 100.000 particles,
tracked from the starting point over 26.4 m all the way up to the injection point in cSTART.
In the DBA optics (a) the first order e�ects are dominant, the final distribution is linear and
chirped in the longitudinal phase space. After correcting the first order with the negative
dispersion optics (b) the linear e�ects are corrected and the bunch is aligned vertically.
With a vanishing inverse chirp, the second order e�ects become dominant and the remaining
curvature of the distribution becomes visible. The fulfilling of the second order compression
condition with the linear fit methode (c) reduces the curvature and the bunch length is
compressed to only 40 fs. The bunch length is dominated by the longitudinal spread of
the bunch. Finally the optimization function (d) found settings in the HBA sextupole
components which result in less longitudinal spread and the bunch length is further reduced
to only 17.7 fs.

The optimized optics shown in (d) are tracked again, including radiation e�ects for a charge
of 1 pC. The results are shown in Fig. 7.14, with synchrotron radiation and incoherent
synchrotron radiation considered in run (a), coherent synchrotron radiation in run (b) and
all three e�ects combined in run (c). The three radiation types were discussed in chapter
3.3. As expected, synchrotron radiation and incoherent synchrotron radiation do not have
a significant e�ect with the bunch energy of 41.5 MeV. Coherent synchrotron radiation
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Evolution of the bunch length
66

Figure 7.15.: Evolution of the bunch length of a NIC bunch with 100,000 particles
tracked through the optimized optics including SR, ISR and CSR e�ects.

Longitudinal flexibility: The transfer line has two degrees of freedom left to fine-tune
the longitudinal beam dynamics. This is the bunch compressor deflection angle which
is set to 8¶ in the optimized optics. Its dipoles can be switched o�, which leads to a
deflection angle of 0¶. This reduces the linear contribution of the bunch compressor to
R56, BC(0¶) = 0 cm but also its second order contribution to zero. By increasing the
deflection angle to its maximum of 11.3¶, both values grow to R56, BC(11.3¶) = ≠5 cm
and T566, BC(11.3¶) = 7.7 cm. In both cases, the changes of the transverse optics can be
compensated by the FLUTE quadrupole triplet.

The second degree of freedom is the sextupole in the DLL part. With its sextupole strength
set to K2 = ±3000 m≠2 it changes the T566 value of the section by �T566 = ±32 cm. This
sextupole strength is close to the maximum possible value calculated in the chapter 4.1.

The R56 and T566 values for both the bunch compressor and the sextupole set on their
extreme values are listed in Tab. 7.8. A tracking study is executed for any combination of
these extreme settings, the longitudinal plane of the final bunch for every setup is shown
in Fig. 7.17. The left column shows tracking results with the bunch compressor set to a
lower R56 value, the longitudinal phase space of the bunch in this column are sheared to
the left. Accordingly the longitudinal phase space of the bunch in the column on the right
side is sheared to the right. For the middle row the sextupole is switched o�, while in the
top (bottom) row the sextupole strength is set to the positive (negative) extreme value
and therefore the top (bottom) particle distributions are curved to the right (left).

7.4. Conclusion

The transfer line in Layout B is 26.4 m long and injects into one of the two distant symmetry
points of cSTART. Its geometry requires the DLL part to have a tilted deflection plane
which couples the transverse beam dynamics. By rotating the coordinate system a first time,
the horizontal plane of the bunch meets the deflection plane and the subsequent elements
can be described without transverse coupling. A second rotation aligns the coordinate
system of the bunch in parallel to the coordinate system of cSTART. This method allows
to calculate the Twiss parameters all the way through the transfer line and even in the
cSTART storage ring. An achromatic horizontal injection scheme was derived, which allows
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Tuning knobs for R56 and T56650

Figure 7.2.: Transfer line in Layout B from a top view.

Coming from the arc, the DLL module starts with a falling slope of 20¶. Its deflection
plane is rotated clockwise by 17.8¶ and the deflection angle is chosen such that after the
DLL module the transfer line joins the horizontal plane of cSTART and is parallel to the
wall of the experimental hall. The final DLR part is made by a common DBA module with
an additional quadrupole doublet in front, which will be useful for matching the transverse
optics to cSTART. Right after the DLR part, the beam reaches the horizontal injection
section. In this layout, the injection is realized as a sector dipole representing the septum
magnet with a small horizontal focusing component. A choice of parameters defining the
geometry of each module is listed in Tab. 7.1, the full elegant input for the lattice definition
can be found in appendix A.2.

Although the transfer line joins the horizontal plane of cSTART after the rotated DLL part,
the local coordinate system of the bunch is not aligned with the cSTART coordinate system.
In order to align the tilted coordinate system of the bunch to the horizontal coordinate
system of cSTART, a second rotation of ≠25.8¶ is required. The rotation is executed in
between the DLL and DLR part. In the 3-D images the rotation point is represented as a
black disc. An illustration of the evolution of the coordinate system along the transfer line

T566: Tuning sextupole in DLL

R56: Margin in deflection 
angle of the bunch 
compressor

�T566 ⇡ ±30 cm
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16 March 2020 Jens Schäfer13 Institute for Beam Physics     
and Technology (IBPT)

Monoenergetic test bunch – tracking result

Absolute and RMS 
beam size of FLUTE

Dynamic aperture

Uniform distribution of 125,000 independent particles

Design energy
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16 March 2020 Jens Schäfer13 Institute for Beam Physics     
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Monoenergetic test bunch – tracking result

Absolute and RMS 
beam size of FLUTE

Dynamic aperture

Uniform distribution of 125,000 independent particles

Design energy
16 March 2020 Jens Schäfer14 Institute for Beam Physics     

and Technology (IBPT)

Off-momentum test bunches – tracking result

Expected energy offset within FLUTE bunch:  
Same x,y,z,xp,yp coordinates per particle as initial test bunch

16 March 2020 Jens Schäfer14 Institute for Beam Physics     
and Technology (IBPT)

Off-momentum test bunches – tracking result

Expected energy offset within FLUTE bunch:  
Same x,y,z,xp,yp coordinates per particle as initial test bunch

Maximum energy offset within FLUTE bunch
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Monoenergetic test bunch – tracking result

Absolute and RMS 
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Dynamic aperture

Uniform distribution of 125,000 independent particles
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Off-momentum test bunches – tracking result

Expected energy offset within FLUTE bunch:  
Same x,y,z,xp,yp coordinates per particle as initial test bunch

Maximum energy offset within FLUTE bunch
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and Technology (IBPT)

Energy scan

65 monoenergetic, off-momentum bunches with
Each run adds new layer to dynamic aperture plot

16 March 2020 Jens Schäfer15 Institute for Beam Physics     
and Technology (IBPT)

Energy scan

65 monoenergetic, off-momentum bunches with
Each run adds new layer to dynamic aperture plot

DA for up to ± 5% energy offset
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Summary

Linac-based test 

facility for 

systematic studies 

Electron bunches 

with lengths of only 

a few fs
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KARA

Storage ring light 

source

Physics behind 

micro-bunching 

instability

Physics of 
short electron 

bunches

New project of  a storage 

ring test facility with large 

acceptance

Storage of LWFA beam

Investigate fs electron 

bunches in non-equilibrium 

state
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Summary and Outlook

Next steps:
Start-to-end simulations from FLUTE gun to cSTART

Misalignment studies to assess alignment tolerances

Detailed effect of CSR 

Diagnostics layout

Technical design for girders

cSTART detailed design report in preparation
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Detailed geometry of arc and dogleg58

Figure 7.8.: Side view of the arc section made of an HBA module. The central
quadrupoles of each DBA cell (pink) are considered as combined function magnets,
including an additional sextupole component.

Table 7.3.: R56 and T566 for DBA optics in Layout B.

Section R56(DBA) T566(DBA)

BC ≠2.5 cm 3.8 cm
Arc 14.5 cm 87.5 cm
DLL 2.4 cm 15.5 cm
DLR + Inj 12.0 cm 50.2 cm

Sum 26.5 cm 156.9 cm

components the sections R56 value results in 12 cm.

The R56 values for all modules are listed in the first column in Tab. 7.3. Since the HBA
module was discussed in DBA optics so far, the table column is labeled as R56(DBA)
and the sum of R56 over all modules is positive. The corresponding T566 values for each
module is listed in the second column of the same table. Without sextupole components,
all modules have a positive T566 parameter. The arc is required to operate in negative
dispersion optics to fulfill the first order full compression condition.

Negative dispersion optics: In order to find the optics which provide exactly the desired
R56 value, multiple negative dispersion optics were simulated and analyzed. Starting from
the DBA optics, the strength of the central quadrupoles in the DBA cells was increased
step wise by 5%. For each step, the two quadrupole triplets in between the cells were
readjusted to sustain the achromaticity criterion for the HBA module. The dispersion
function for every second step is shown in Fig. 7.9.

For each simulated negative dispersion optics, the R56 value is calculated and plotted versus
the change of the central quadrupoles, their correlation were found to be linear for the
observed range. The corresponding data and the fit function are shown in Fig. 7.10. With

52

Figure 7.3.: Transfer line in Layout B with view on the dogleg section. Before and after
the DLL part, the bunch has to be rotated in order to calculate the transverse Twiss
parameters. The rotation points are visualized with black discs in the lattice. For both
rotation points, the transverse plane of the bunch is shown with the (local) initial and
the rotated coordinate system. Between the arc and the DLL part, the coordinate system
of the bunch is rotated clockwise by 17.8¶ for the first time. In the middle of the five
meter long drift between the DLL and DLR part, the coordinate system of the bunch is
rotated counter clockwise by 25.8¶ into horizontal alignment.

Deflection angle of arc: 200°
17.8°

25.8°
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Optics in tilted, left part of the dogleg

DBA cell with asymmetric beta functions because of aperiodic 
boundary conditions
Split center quadrupole with tuning sextupole (switched off by default)
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Right part: matching and injection section

2

technologies. It is located at the ground floor of the same experimental hall where cSTART
will be installed. The guidance of the short bunches from FLUTE to the storage ring
requires a special transfer line [9]. The limited space in the experimental hall requires the
transfer line to deflect the beam several times in the horizontal and vertical plane. Yet
each deflection spreads the bunch in the transverse plane, which results in di�erent path
lengths for each particle. As a consequence, the short bunch length cannot be maintained
during deflections. The challenge of the transfer line is to guide the bunches to the injection
point of cSTART where they should arrive as short as possible. Th discussions in this
Thesis include coupled transverse and non-linear longitudinal beam dynamics. An 3-D
impression of the project including the footprint of the experimental hall, FLUTE, one
possible transfer line layout and cSTART is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1.: Footprint of the experimental hall in gray. FLUTE at the ground floor
orientated diagonally. The transfer line, presented in Layout B, guides the bunches from
FLUTE to the injection point in a straight section of cSTART. The storage ring has a
circumference of 44 m, it is horizontally aligned 2 m above FLUTE. The 3-D image was
created by using the program view3dscene from the SDDStoolkit [7].

Injection section of the ring is 
still under development 
à In this context we only 

assume one bending 
magnet as septum.
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Transfer line FLUTE - cSTART

40

Transport without 
particle loss
Arc with „negative 
dispersion optics“ 
Variable bunch length 
with a minimum of 18 fs

18 fs

250 fs


